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Abstract

Social restrictions during the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic strongly affected

the epidemiology of influenza and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). As rhinovirus

seemed to spread despite the restrictions, we aimed to analyze rhinovirus epide-

miology in children during the pandemic. This register‐based study used data from

the Finnish Infectious Disease Register. Nationwide rhinovirus findings from July

2015 to March 2021 were included and stratified by age (0–4, 5–9, and 10–14).

Cumulative 14‐day incidence per 100000 children was calculated. Four thousand

five hundred and seventy six positive rhinovirus findings were included, of which

3788 (82.8%) were among children aged 0–4. The highest recorded incidence was

36.2 among children aged 0–4 in October 2017. The highest recorded incidence

during the pandemic period was 13.6 in November 2020. The impact of the re-

strictions was mostly seen among children aged 0–4 years of age in weeks 14–22 in

2020. The incidence has since remained near reference levels in all age groups.

Strict restrictions temporarily interrupted the circulation of rhinovirus in spring

2020. Rhinovirus incidence returned to normal levels soon after the harsh restric-

tions were lifted. These looser social restrictions prevented RSV and influenza

seasons but failed to prevent the spread of rhinovirus.
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1 | BACKGROUND

More than a year has passed since the coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID‐19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome cor-

onavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) was declared a pandemic on March 11,

2020, by the World Health Organization. Most countries im-

plemented lockdowns to reduce the spread of SARS‐CoV‐2 in spring

2020. These lockdowns were effective in reducing the spread of

common respiratory pathogens in spring 2020.1–3

Despite these restrictions, multiple reports have described that

rhinoviruses spread normally. A study from the United Kingdom

showed that the re‐opening of schools led to a rapid increase in

rhinovirus detection.4 Our previous report found that rhinovirus

infections started to increase during the summer holidays, and school
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opening seemed to have little impact on detection in children in

Finland.5 A study from Austria demonstrated that the lockdown re-

duced rhinovirus detections at first, but as soon as the first restric-

tions were lifted, the spread continued.6 Reports from Japan and

China have confirmed that rhinovirus has spread among school‐aged
children during the restrictions and despite the use of face masks.7,8

In Australia, rhinovirus detections first decreased after lockdown

started but later exceeded the incidence of previous years, even

though the restrictions were unchanged.9 Interestingly, another

Australian study showed that respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) cases

had a high increase after the restrictions were eased.10 However,

this was not seen in Finland, where the RSV season 2020–2021 did

not occur despite schools and day care remaining open.11 The social

and traveling restrictions prevented the 2020–2021 influenza sea-

son in Finland.12 With these restrictions Finland has managed to

keep the incidence of SARS‐CoV‐2 as the lowest in Europe during the

second and third waves.

The aim of this report is to describe the epidemiology of rhi-

novirus infections in children during the COVID‐19 pandemic in

Finland.

2 | MATERIALS

Data for this retrospective register‐based surveillance study were gath-

ered from the National Infectious Disease Register, maintained by the

Finnish Institute of Health and Welfare. The register is an open‐access
surveillance system updated daily in which all laboratories are mandated

by the law on contagious diseases to immediately report all findings on

notifiable diseases. The reporting delay is minimal, and the register

provides current information. The complete list of notifiable diseases can

be found in the register description (https://thl.fi/en/web/infectious-

diseases-and-vaccinations/surveillance-and-registers/finnish-national-

infectious-diseases-register).

For this study, all the laboratory‐confirmed rhinovirus cases

from July 2015 to March 2021 in the entire Finnish pediatric

population (age 0–14 years) of 0.9 million were included. The posi-

tive rhinovirus findings are presented as 14‐day cumulative in-

cidence per 100 000 children and stratified by age, as most

rhinovirus cases are detected in the youngest children. Rhinovirus is

part of the multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) respiratory

panel, which is used in pediatric hospitals for testing and diagnosing

acute respiratory illnesses. The population information was gathered

from the Finnish Population Center's open‐access population sta-

tistics datasets. As rhinovirus typically spreads in the fall and late

winter, the season from July 2020 to March 2021 was compared to

the corresponding dates from 2015 to 2020. Due to the study's use

of open‐access public data, no research permissions or ethical eva-

luations were needed.

The restrictions implemented in Finland were as follows:

– March–May 2020: Nationwide lockdown with school and day

care closures.

– June–September 2020: Minimal restrictions aimed toward adults;

traveling not prohibited.

– October 2020–March 2021: Stepwise restrictions on gatherings

based on regional COVID‐19 incidence; face masks if aged ≥15;

day care and elementary schools remained open; traveling

restrictions.

3 | RESULTS

A total of 4 576 positive rhinovirus findings were included in this

study. Of these, 3788 (82.8%) were among children aged 0–4, 552

(12.1%) among children aged 5–9, and 236 (5.1%) among children

aged 10–‐14. The highest recorded peak in 14‐day incidence during

the study period was 36.2 per 100 000 children in the youngest age

group in October 2017. The highest recorded 14‐day incidence

during the pandemic period was 13.6 per 100 000 children aged 0–4

in November 2020. The overall incidence in children aged 0–14 has

remained stable since January 2019, and a clear decrease was only

F IGURE 1 Fourteen‐day cumulative incidences of laboratory‐confirmed rhinovirus infections per 1,00,000 children for children aged 0–14
from July 2015 to March 2021 in Finland. Light blue box indicates the pandemic period
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(A)

(B)

(C)

F IGURE 2 Age‐stratified comparison of rhinovirus seasons based on laboratory‐confirmed findings from July 2015 to March 2021
presented as 14‐day cumulative incidence per 1,00,000 children in each age group. (A) Children aged 0–4. (B) Children aged 5–9, and
(C) Children aged 10–14. Light pink box indicates the lockdown with school and day care closures in weeks 12–20 in spring 2020.
Light blue box indicates the period of regional restrictions without school and day care closures from September 2020 to March 2021
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seen immediately after the lockdown was declared in Finland in

March 2020 (Figure 1). After the lockdown measures were lifted at

the beginning of June 2020, the rates of rhinovirus findings returned

to normal levels and later remained stable. The impact of the re-

strictions was mostly seen among children aged 0–4 years of age in

weeks 14 to 22 in 2020. Since then, the incidence has been stable

and near the reference levels (Figure 2A). In the older children (5–9

years of age), the incidences of rhinovirus detections were lower in

season 2020–2021 compared to previous seasons (Figure 2B). In the

oldest age group (10–14 years of age) the incidence remained at a

normal level throughout the pandemic (Figure 2C).

4 | DISCUSSION

Our results show that the current non‐pharmaceutical interventions

were not effective in preventing the spread of rhinovirus infections

in children, although these interventions were effective against

seasonal influenza and RSV. Rhinovirus detections decreased during

the initial lockdown with school closures, but as soon as the re-

strictions were eased, detections returned to a near‐normal level.

Our results are in line with recent reports from South Korea,13

Australia,14 Italy,15 and USA,16 which all describe the unchanged

rhinovirus detection rates during social restrictions.

The aerosol spread of SARS‐CoV‐2 has now been recognized

widely by World Health Organization and Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention. Rhinovirus is known to transmit by direct

contact17 as the virus can survive in fingers and direct evidence

supports the hypothesis that RV colds are transmitted by accidental

self‐inoculation of the nose or conjunctiva following inadvertent

contamination of the fingers with the virus.18 However, a previous

study compared viral detection in exhaled particles with and without

surgical face masks in symptomatic patients, finding that face masks

did not reduce the transmission of droplets and aerosols containing

rhinoviruses.19 Therefore, it is interesting that the improved hygiene

measures have not reduced the transmission of rhinovirus and only

strict lockdown measures reduced the incidence.

These results of the transmission dynamics of rhinovirus in-

fections are important, as the knowledge of the clinical im-

portance of rhinovirus infections in children has increased in

recent years. Rhinovirus is the most common cause of acute re-

spiratory infections in children.20 A great part of the rhinovirus

infections are asymptomatic and therefore the spreading is dif-

ficult to control as asymptomatic carriers are able to spread the

virus.21 Rhinovirus typically causes a mild disease for adults, but

for children, it is a common cause of wheezing and asthma ex-

acerbations.22 Wheezing episodes typically occur for children

under 2 years of age, and rhinovirus type C is associated with

severe wheezing and febrile infections.23 Furthermore, rhino-

virus as the cause of first severe wheezing has been shown to

predict later asthma in children.24

The strengths of this study are the nationwide infectious disease

register, which collects current information on notifiable diseases

and is updated daily. All the previous studies that focused on rhi-

novirus detections during the COVID‐19 pandemic have been local

or regional studies; thus, we are among the first to present nation-

wide surveillance results. Furthermore, we were able to analyze age‐
stratified incidence. The main limitation is the lack of testing num-

bers, as the results might be due to limited testing, and testing rates

would enable a test‐negativity analysis. However, rhinovirus is tested

only as part of respiratory panels, which are used only in pediatric

hospitals and emergency departments, and multiplex PCR testing is

typically used for patients needing inpatient admission. Therefore,

we feel that the current rates are the best possible prediction and

present the real incidence of rhinovirus infections evaluated at pe-

diatric hospitals in Finland. Another limitation is that due to the

register design we have no information whether the children who

tested positive for rhinovirus had any co‐infections.
Strict social restrictions temporarily interrupted the circulation

of almost all respiratory pathogens in spring 2020. Rhinovirus in-

cidence returned to normal levels soon after the harsh restrictions

were lifted. Based on our results, the rhinovirus has a higher

spreading potential in children than RSV and influenza. These results

should be noted when considering prevention measures in further

epidemics to optimize the level of social restrictions needed to

prevent the spreading of droplet pathogens and aerosol‐transmitting

pathogens.
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